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Document Management & Workflow Solution

Solid,
site after
site

You’ll never outgrow the
need for organization.
Team collaboration on projects is becoming
more and more common. Meanwhile,
deadlines are getting shorter and shorter.
Maybe you’re under the gun to implement ISO
9000 or QS-9000 approved document control.
The answer? A document management and
workflow system that helps you simplify
teamwork, streamline time-to-market, improve
quality and save money. The only problem is,
your system requirements are bound to change
from year to year. Any solution may be fine for
you now. But how will the same system hold
up under the strain of multi-department or
even multi-site document sharing?
As your company grows, you’re bound to
add workstations for your shop floor, customer
service department, and manufacturing sites
both here and abroad. And to handle that
growth, your document management system
may need to link into a host-based MRP or
corporate business system. So plan for it. Get
the one document management and workflow
solution that is flexible and robust enough for
every stage of your company’s lifecycle.
Get AutoEDMS.

Growth is nothing without
flexibility.
Right out of the box, AutoEDMS makes it easy
to manage your files with easy-to-use, graphical
database Forms and workflow designs. With its
sophisticated fuzzy logic, it’ll help you find just
what you’re looking for. (We’ve included
extensive solutions for automatic file naming,

revision control, workflow routing, audit trails,
and more.) Then, when you’re ready, customize
your Forms and workflow processes with the
built-in customization tools, to help
AutoEDMS work the way your company
works. This kind of flexible thinking lets you
change the way you use AutoEDMS as your
company grows and expands down the line.
Need to offer view-only access to your
legacy documents? AutoEDMS lets users
directly view and print over 300 common types
of files across a LAN or WAN, without even
opening their native applications. If you
switch from your current word processor or
spreadsheet to a new one, AutoEDMS can
easily switch over right along with you.
And for flexibility to solve your unique
business needs, we’ve included our ACS
Customization Language (ACL). It lets you
create your own solutions for documentsharing situations unique to your company.
There’s no compilation required; if you’re
comfortable with batch files, you can use ACL.
So, without being a programmer, you can
complement the sweeping out-of-the-box
scope of AutoEDMS with the power of your
own ingenuity, to create solutions for even your
company’s most demanding requirements.

Client/server architecture
for stability with one site.
Or twenty.
AutoEDMS manages documents, drawings,
and images on all Microsoft Windows (XP,
Vista and WIN7) platforms, and across all major
network systems. And because of the

client-server architecture of its database engine,
it’s ideal for LANs and WANs — no matter
how many departments or sites they connect.
Thanks to its uniquely bulletproof clientserver foundation, AutoEDMS stays up and
running when other document management
systems are apt to fall down. Its database never
requires reindexing, so you’ll never have to shut
down all your users just because one
workstation on the network has crashed — a
situation that’s all too likely with other
document management solutions. This proven
stability makes AutoEDMS a truly missioncritical system, and saves you valuable
administration time.
And with AutoEDMS, you’ll never have to
switch databases or call in a programming
specialist when you add new departments or
sites. Your document management system
transparently expands along with your LAN or
WAN, glitch-free. All users see is their own
ability to be more productive — and track
what they’re working on with effortless
precision.

Enterprise-wide...
no matter how wide
your enterprise gets.
You never know how big you’ll grow. So
AutoEDMS supports portable and stand-alone
systems, single-server and multi-server LANs,
and WAN links. And you can use the built-in
Visual Workflow Designer to customize and
improve your document workflow processes.
Setup “point & click” ECO control, document
routing, and document approval.

AutoEDMS is so hardy, you can really push
it to the wall and give your Engineering,
Manufacturing, Customer Service, and Sales
departments simultaneous access to the
information they need. And that’s important.
Because the bigger your company gets, the more
vital it is to let everyone see the big picture.

We know this stuff. And
we’ll prove it to you...FREE.
Established in 1981, ACS Software has been in
the business of providing document
management solutions for over 25 years. We’re
familiar with the real-world needs of our clients,
and we make it a point to keep in touch with
them — and build the solid dependability and
limber flexibility they demand into a missioncritical product that’s now in the hands of
thousands of customers worldwide. (Many of
our clients began with a handful of users and,
over the years, have grown to accommodate
hundreds.)
If document sharing is part of the way you
work, you really do owe it to yourself to
discover the one document management
solution whose growth potential can match
your own company’s: AutoEDMS. Call us today
for a free evaluation copy, or to discuss your
requirements with an experienced ACS analyst.

Of course, our customers have their own opinions…
“The flexibility of AutoEDMS guarantees that it is the right document management
solution for any company serious about implementing a software package to enhance their
business processes, without changing their business processes to meet the limitations of most
out-of-the-box document management solutions. The experience ACS has with document
management solutions consistently comes shining through.”
Dean Heffentrager — Morgan Corporation
“The ACS Customization Language (ACL) gives us a great deal of flexibility to rearrange
AutoEDMS to fit ERICO, not the other way around. The people at ACS Software, Inc. are
the company’s biggest asset. Take advantage of their accessibility, experience, expertise and
willingness to help.”
Paul Molnar — Erico, Inc.
“AutoEDMS is loaded with functionality and powerful tools to help you develop file
management solutions painlessly. Take advantage of ACS Software’s time-proven experience
in the file management business synthesized into AutoEDMS.”
Carlos Ricart — The Kirlin Company
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